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Dear Colleagues
I warmly welcome you to this year’s National Assembly Meeting
The Constitution is our roadmap in the adventures that we take in groups, organizations and
institutions. It guides and shapes our endeavours. Is the ISU Constitution comprehensive
enough? This is one of the objective I will embark upon. A journey that will seek into getting
a comprehensive constitutional template for ISU. This will require a collective effort and it
starts from you. When you have considered me fit for the role of the Political Auditor, we
will pledge our allegiance to adhering to the precepts of our constitution.
There has been much done in ensuring that both local and national adhere to constitutional
principles. Abd there are still more to be done. ISU is growing in so many diverse ways and
so are her opportunities and challenges constitutionally. A closer talk with local boards and
members will give us the opportunity into understanding the WHY some constitutional issues
are handled the way they are and from there we can made progress into the HOW it should
for our collective benefit.
I do not bring to bear a diploma in Law or Constitutional matters but instead a rich
experience in working on constitutions of Associations and groups. As a president of some
institutions, the constitution has been a referential material and adhering to its tenets a must.
The first issue we will attempt to handle will be with respect to the new structure of our local
branches. It is observed that, the merging of universities into a conglomerate deserves our
attention constitutionally.
I am convinced, giving the opportunity to serve, we will work together to make our
constitutional very friendly.
Vote Justice as your next Political Auditor in the National Board.
Cheers!

